Many maximum likelihood estimation problems are, in general, intractable optimization problems. As a result, it is common to approximate the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) using convex relaxations. Semidefinite relaxations are among the most popular. Sometimes, the relaxations turn out to be tight. In this paper, we study such a phenomenon.
Introduction
exchange for true optimality.
The results presented in this work are of that nature. As a concrete object of study, we consider the angular synchronization problem [45, 11] , which consists in estimating a collection of n phases e iθ 1 , . . . , e iθn , given noisy measurements of pairwise relative phases e i(θ k −θ ) -see Section 2 for a formal description. This problem notably comes up in time-synchronization of distributed networks [28] , signal reconstruction from phaseless measurements [5, 9] , and surface reconstruction problems in computer vision [4] and optics [42] . Angular synchronization serves as a model for the more general problem of synchronization of rotations in any dimension, which comes up in structure from motion [38, 32] , surface reconstruction from 3D scans [53] and cryo-electron microscopy [46] , to name a few.
The main contribution of the present paper is a proof that, even though the angular synchronization problem is NP-hard [55] , its MLE in the face of Gaussian noise can often be computed (and certified) in polynomial time. This remains true even for entry-wise noise levels growing to infinity as the size of the problem (the number of phases) grows to infinity. The MLE is obtained as the solution of a semidefinite relaxation described in Section 2. This arguably striking phenomenon has been observed empirically before [12] -see also Figure 2 , but not explained.
Computing the MLE for angular synchronization is equivalent to solving a nonbipartite Grothendieck problem. Semidefinite relaxations for Grothendieck problems have been thoroughly studied in theoretical computer science from the point of view of approximation ratios. The name is inspired by its close relation to an inequality of Grothendieck [31] . We direct readers to the survey by Pisier [41] for a thorough discussion. Our results show the surprising phenomenon that, in a randomized version of the Grothendieck problem, where there is a planted signal, there is no gap between the SDP relaxation and the original problem, with high probability.
The proposed result is qualitatively different from most tightness results available in the literature. Typical results establish either exact recovery of a planted signal [1, 33] (mostly in discrete settings), or exact recovery in the absence of noise, joint with stable (but not necessarily optimal) recovery when noise is present [21, 24, 20, 53, 25] . In contrast, this paper shows optimal recovery even though exact recovery is not possible. In particular, Demanet and Jugnon showed stable recovery for angular synchronization via semidefinite programming, in an adversarial noise setting [25] . We complement that analysis by showing tightness in a non-adversarial setting, meaning that the actual MLE is computed.
The proof relies on verifying that a certain candidate dual certificate is valid with high probability. The main difficulty comes from the fact that the dual certificate depends of the MLE, which does not coincide with the planted signal, and is a nontrivial function of the noise. We use necessary optimality conditions of the hard problem to both obtain an explicit expression for the candidate dual certificate, and to partly characterize the point whose optimality we aim to establish. This seems to be required since the MLE is not known in closed form.
In the context of sparse recovery, a result with similar flavor is support recovery guarantee [50] , where the support of the estimated signal is shown to be contained in the support of the original signal. Due to the noise, exact recovery is also impossible in this setting. Another example is a recovery guarantee in the context of latent variable selection in graphical models [22] . Besides the relevance of angular synchronization in and of its own, we are confident this new insight will help uncover similar results in other applications where it has been observed that semidefinite relaxations can be tight even when the ground truth cannot be recovered. Notably, this appears to be the case for the Procrustes and multi-reference alignment problems (see Section 5 and [8, 12] ).
The crux of our argument is to show that the SDP, with random data following a given distribution, admits a unique rank-one solution with high probability. We mention in passing that there are many other, deterministic results in the literature pertaining to the rank of solutions of SDP's. For example, Barvinok [14] and Pataki [40] both show that, in general, an SDP with only equality constraints admits a solution of rank at most (on the order of) the square root of the number of constraints. Furthermore, Sagnol [44] shows that under some conditions (that are not fulfilled in our case), certain SDP's related to packing problems always admit a rank-one solution. Sojoudi and Lavaei [49] study a class of SDP's on graphs which is related to ours and for which, under certain strong conditions on the topology of the graphs, the SDP's admit rank-one solutions-see also applications to power flow optimization [36] .
Notation
For a complex scalar a ∈ C, a denotes its complex conjugate and |a| = √ aa its modulus. For a complex vector v ∈ C n , v * denotes its conjugate transpose, v 2 = v 2 2 = v * v and v ∞ = max i |v i |. 1 is a vector whose entries are all equal to 1. diag(v) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal formed by v. For a matrix M , M op is the operator norm (maximum singular value), M e,∞ = max i,j |M ij | is the entry-wise ∞ norm (largest entry in absolute value), (M ) and (M ) extract, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of a matrix (or a vector, or a scalar). For a square matrix M , diag(M ) extracts the diagonal of M into a vector and ddiag(M ) sets all off-diagonal entries of M to zero. For a symmetric matrix M , L(M ) denotes its Laplacian (4.10) and λ L(M ) denotes the spectral gap of the Laplacian (4.12). E denotes mathematical expectation.
Organization of the paper
Section 2 gives a formal description of the angular synchronization problem and its semidefinite relaxation, for both the real and complex cases. Figures illustrate empirically the tightness of the relaxation. Our main theorem is stated for Gaussian noise, with a road-map of the proof. Section 3 states our main deterministic result. Section 4 hosts a proof of the main result, demonstrating both that the MLE is close to the sought signal and that the semidefinite relaxation is tight, under some assumptions. Section 5 discusses the applicability of these results to the Procrustes problem. Finally, Section 6 proposes some final thoughts on this work.
The Angular Synchronization problem
We focus on the problem of angular synchronization [45, 11] , in which one wishes to estimate a collection of n phases (n ≥ 2) based on measurements of pairwise phase differences. We will restrict our analysis to the case where a measurement is available for every pair of nodes. More precisely, we let z ∈ C n be an unknown, complex vector with unit modulus entries, |z 1 | = · · · = |z n | = 1, and we consider measurements of the form C ij = z i z j + ε ij , where z j denotes the complex conjugate of z j and ε ij ∈ C is noise affecting the measurement. By symmetry, we define C ji = C ij and C ii = 1, so that the matrix C ∈ C n×n whose entries are given by the C ij 's is a Hermitian matrix. Further letting the noise ε ij be i.i.d. (complex) Gaussian variables for i < j, it follows directly that an MLE for the vector z is any vector of phases
Equivalently, an MLE is a solution of the following quadratically constrained quadratic program (sometimes called the complex constantmodulus QP [37, Table 2 ] in the optimization literature and non-bipartite Grothendieck problem in theoretical computer science):
where x * denotes the conjugate transpose of x. Of course, this problem can only be solved up to a global phase, since only relative information is available. Indeed, given any solution x, all vectors of the form xe iθ are equivalent solutions, for arbitrary phase θ.
Solving (QP) is, in general, an NP-hard problem [55, Prop. 3.5] . It is thus unlikely that there exists an algorithm capable of solving (QP) in polynomial time for an arbitrary cost matrix C. In response, building upon now classical techniques, various authors [55, 48, 45, 1, 2, 10] study the following convex relaxation of (QP). For any admissible x, the Hermitian matrix X = xx * ∈ C n×n is Hermitian positive semidefinite, has unit diagonal entries and is of rank one. Conversely, any such X may be written in the form X = xx * such that x is admissible for (QP). In this case, the cost function can be rewritten in linear form: x * Cx = Trace (x * Cx) = Trace (CX). Dropping the rank constraint then yields the relaxation we set out to study:
Trace (CX) , subject to diag(X) = 1 and X 0,
where 1 ∈ C n is the all-ones vector and diag : C n×n → C n extracts the diagonal entries of a matrix into a vector. Such relaxations lift the problem to higher dimensional spaces. Indeed, the search space of (QP) has dimension n (or n − 1, discounting the global phase) whereas the search space of (SDP) has dimension n(n − 1)/2. In general, increasing the dimension of an optimization problem may not be advisable. But in this case, the relaxed problem is a semidefinite program. Such optimization problems can be solved to global optimality up to arbitrary precision in polynomial time [51] .
It is known that the solution of (SDP) can be rounded to an approximate solution of (QP), with a guaranteed approximation ratio [48, § 4] . But even better, when (SDP) admits an optimal solution X of rank one, then no rounding is necessary: the leading eigenvector x of X = xx * is a global optimum of (QP), meaning we have solved the original problem exactly. Elucidating when the semidefinite program admits a solution of rank one, i.e., when the relaxation is tight, is the focus of the present paper.
2.1 A detour through synchronization over Z 2 = {±1} Problem (QP) is posed over the complex numbers. As a result, the individual variables x i in (QP) live on a continuous search space (the unit circle). One effect of this is that even small noise on the data precludes exact recovery of the signal z (in general). This is the root of most of the complications that will arise in the developments hereafter. In order to first illustrate some of the ideas of the proof in a simpler context, this section proposes to take a detour through the real case. Besides this expository rationale, the real case is interesting in and of itself. It notably relates to correlation clustering [1] and the stochastic block model [2] .
Let z ∈ {±1} n be the signal to estimate and let C = zz + σW contain the measurements, with W = W a Wigner matrix: its above-diagonal entries are i.i.d. (real) normal random variables, and its diagonal entries are zero. Each entry C ij is a noisy measurement of the relative sign z i z j . For example, z i could represent political preference of an agent (left or right wing) and C ij could be a measurement of similarity between two agents' views [2] . Consider this MLE problem:
Thus, x i ∈ {±1} for each i. The corresponding relaxation reads:
Trace (CX) , subject to diag(X) = 1 and X 0.
Certainly, if (SDPR) admits a rank-one solution, then that solution reveals a global optimizer of (QPR). Beyond rank recovery, because the variables x i are discrete, it is expected that, if noise is sufficiently small, then the global optimizer of (QPR) will be the true signal z. Figure 1 confirms this even for large noise, leveraging the tightness of the relaxation (SDPR). Note that exact recovery is a strictly stronger requirement than rank recovery. We now investigate this exact recovery phenomenon for (SDPR).
The aim is to show that X = zz is a solution of (SDPR). Semidefinite programs admit a dual problem [51] , which for (SDPR) reads: n exactly from the pairwise sign comparisons zz + σW . This figure shows how frequently the semidefinite relaxation (SDPR) returns the correct signal z (or −z). For each pair (n, σ), 100 realizations of the noise W are generated independently and the dual certificate for the true signal (2.1) is verified (it is declared numerically positive semidefinite if its smallest eigenvalue exceeds −10 −14 n). The frequency of success is coded by intensity (bright for 100% success, dark for 0% success). The results are in excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions (2.2).
Strong duality holds, which implies that a given feasible X is optimal if and only if there exists a dual feasible matrix S such that Trace (CX) = Trace (S + C), or, in other words, such that Trace (SX) = 0 (since S + C is diagonal and the diagonal of X is 1). Since both S and C are positive semidefinite, this is equivalent to requiring SX = 0 (a condition known as complementary slackness), and hence requiring Sz = 0.
For ease of exposition, we now assume (without loss of generality) that z = 1. Tentatively, let S = nI + σ diag(W 1) − C-for the complex case, we will see how to obtain this candidate without guessing. Then, by construction, S + C is diagonal and S1 = 0. It remains to determine under what conditions S is positive semidefinite.
Define the diagonal matrix D W = diag(W 1) and the (Laplacian-like) matrix L W = D W − W . The candidate dual certificate is a sum of two Laplacian-like matrices:
The first part is the Laplacian of the complete graph. It has eigenvalues 0, n, . . . , n, with the zero eigenvalue corresponding to the all-ones vector 1. Since L W 1 = 0 by construction, S is positive semidefinite as long as σL W does not "destroy" any of the large eigenvalues n. This is guaranteed in particular if σL W op < n. It is wellknown from concentration results about Wigner matrices that, with high probability for growing n, L W op ≤ 2 √ n log n [26, Thm. 1]. Thus, it is expected that (SDPR) will yield exact recovery of the signal z (with high probability as n grows) as long as
This is indeed compatible with the empirical observation of Figure 1 .
Back to synchronization over SO(2)
We now return to the complex case, which is the focus of this paper. As was mentioned earlier, in the presence of even the slightest noise, one cannot reasonably expect the true signal z to be an optimal solution of (QP) anymore (this can be formalized using Cramér-Rao bounds [16] ). Nevertheless, we set out to show that (under some assumptions on the noise) solutions of (QP) are close to z and they can be computed via (SDP).
The proof follows that of the real case in spirit, but requires more sophisticated arguments because the solution of (QP) is not known explicitly anymore. One effect of this is that the candidate dual certificate S will itself depend on the unknown solution of (QP). With that in mind, the proof of the upcoming main lemma (Lemma 3.2) follows this reasoning:
1. For small enough noise levels σ, any optimal solution x of (QP) is close to the sought signal z (Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2).
2. Solutions x are, a fortiori, local optimizers of (QP), and hence satisfy first-order necessary optimality conditions. These take up the form Sx = 0, where S = {ddiag(Cxx * )}−C depends smoothly on x (see (4.5)). Note that S is a function of x, the MLE (which is not explicitly known).
3. Remarkably, this Hermitian matrix S can be used as a dual certificate for solutions of (SDP). Indeed, X = xx * is a solution of (SDP) if and only if Sx = 0 and S is positive semidefinite-these are the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions (KKT). Furthermore, that solution is unique if rank(S) = n − 1 (Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4). Thus, it only remains to study the eigenvalues of S.
4. In the absence of noise, S is a Laplacian for a complete graph with unit weights (up to a unitary transformation), so that its eigenvalues are 0 with multiplicity 1 and n with multiplicity n − 1. Then, X = zz * is always the unique solution of (SDP).
Number of phases n (log-scale)
Noise level σ In the complex case (QP), exact recovery of the phases z ∈ {e iθ : θ ∈ R} n from the pairwise relative phase measurements zz * + σW is hopeless as soon as σ > 0 [16] . Computing a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for z is still interesting. In particular, below the red line, with high probability, the MLE is closer to z than the estimator with maximum error (Lemma 4.1). Computing the MLE is hard in general, but solving the semidefinite relaxation (SDP) is easy. When (SDP) has a rank-one solution, that solution coincides with the MLE. This figure shows, empirically, how frequently the (SDP) admits a unique rank-one solution (same color code as Figure 1 ). For each pair (n, σ), 100 realizations of the noise W are generated independently and (SDP) is solved using a Riemannian optimization toolbox [15] . The (SDP) appears to be tight for remarkably large levels of noise. Theorem 2.2 (our main contribution) partly explains this phenomenon, by showing that σ can indeed grow unbounded while retaining rank recovery, although not at the rate witnessed here. We further note that, above the blue line, no unbiased estimator for z performs better than a random guess [16] .
5. Adding small noise, because of the first point, the solution x will move only by a small amount, and hence so will S. Thus, the large eigenvalues should be controllable into remaining positive (Section 4.4).
6. The crucial fact follows: because of the way S is constructed (using first-order optimality conditions), the zero eigenvalue is "pinned down" (as long as x is a local optimum of (QP)). Indeed, both x and S change as a result of adding noise, but the property Sx = 0 remains valid. Thus, there is no risk that the zero eigenvalue from the noiseless scenario would become negative when noise is added.
Following this road map, most of the work in the proof below consists in bounding how far away x can be from z (as a function of the noise level and structure) and in using that to control the large eigenvalues of S.
Remark 2.1 (The role of smoothness). The third point in the road map, namely the special role of S, merits further comment. This way of identifying the dual certificate already appears explicitly in Journée et al. [34] , who considered a different family of real, semidefinite programs which also admit a smooth geometry when the rank is constrained. In essence, KKT conditions capture the idea that, at a (local) optimizer, there is no escape direction that-up to first order-both preserves feasibility and improves the objective function. The KKT conditions for (SDP) take up the classical form "if X is optimal, then there exists a dual certificate S which satisfies such and such conditions." For the purpose of certifying a solution analytically, this is impractical, because there is no explicit formula stating which S to verify. Fortunately, (SDP) is nondegenerate [6] (meaning, roughly, that its underlying geometry is smooth). This leads to uniqueness of dual certificates, and hence suggests there may be an analytical expression for the dual candidate.
The convex problem (SDP) is a relaxation of (QP) (up to the global phase). Hence, the KKT conditions for (SDP) at a rank-one solution xx * are the KKT conditions for (QP) at x plus additional conditions: the latter ensure none of the new directions are improving directions either. Because (QP) is a smooth problem, the KKT conditions for (QP) are explicit: if x is a (local) optimizer of (QP), then grad g(x) = −2S(x)x = 0 (where g(x) = x * Cx and grad g(x) is its Riemannian gradient (4.4)). This gives an explicit expression for a candidate dual S that satisfies part of the KKT conditions of (SDP) at xx * . It then suffices to add the additional conditions of (SDP) (namely, that S be positive semidefinite) to obtain an explicit expression for the unique dual candidate.
Our main theorem follows. In a nutshell, it guarantees that: under (complex) Wigner noise W , with high probability, solutions of (QP) are close to z, and, assuming the noise level σ is smaller than (on the order of) n 1/10 , (SDP) admits a unique solution, it is of rank one and identifies the solution of (QP) (unique, up to a global phase shift). Theorem 2.2. Let z ∈ C n be a vector with unit modulus entries, W ∈ C n×n a Hermitian Gaussian Wigner matrix and let C = zz * + σW . Let x ∈ C n be a global optimizer of (QP). With probability at least 1 − 4n
log n+2 , the following is true. The (unidentifiable) global phase of x can be chosen such that x is close to z in the following two senses:
, and
Furthermore, there exists a universal constant K > 0 such that, if
then the semidefinite program (SDP), given by
Trace (CX) , subject to diag(X) = 1 and X 0, has, as its unique solution, the rank-one matrix X = xx * .
Notice that the numerical experiments ( Figure 2) suggest it should be possible to allow σ to grow at a rate of
(as in the real case), but we were not able to establish that. Nevertheless, we do show that σ can grow unbounded with n. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result of this kind. We hope it might inspire similar results in other problems where the same phenomenon has been observed [12] . Remark 2.3 (On the square-root rate). The relaxation (SDP) can be further relaxed by summarizing the constraints diag(X) = 1 into the single constraint Trace (X) = n. In so doing, the new relaxation always admits a rank-one solution X = vv * [40] such that v is a dominant eigenvector of C. The data C can be seen as a rank-one perturbation zz * of a random matrix σW [45] . For i.i.d. Gaussian noise, as soon as the operator norm of the noise matrix is smaller than (twice) the operator norm of the signal (equal to n), dominant eigenvectors of C are expected to have better-than-random correlation with the signal z. Since the operator norm of such W 's grows as n 1/2 , this explains why, even when σ grows as n 1/2 itself, some signal is still present in the data.
Main result
In this section we present our main technical result and show how it can be used to prove Theorem 2.2. Let us start by presenting a central definition in this paper. Intuitively, this definition characterizes non-adversarial noise matrices W .
Definition 3.1 (z-discordant matrix). Let z ∈ C n be a vector with unit modulus entries. A matrix W ∈ C n×n is called z-discordant if it is Hermitian and satisfies all of the following:
Recall that · e,∞ is the entry-wise infinity norm. The next lemma is the main technical contribution of this paper. Note that it is a deterministic, non-asymptotic statement.
Lemma 3.2. Let z ∈ C n be a vector with unit modulus entries, let W ∈ C n×n be a Hermitian, z-discordant matrix (see Definition 3.1), and let C = zz * + σW . Let x ∈ C n be a global optimizer of (QP). The (unidentifiable) global phase of x can be chosen such that x is close to z in the following two senses:
Furthermore, there exists a universal constant K > 0 such that, if Trace (CX) , subject to diag(X) = 1 and X 0, has, as its unique solution, the rank-one matrix X = xx * .
We defer the proof of Lemma 3.2 to Section 4. The following proposition, whose proof we defer to Appendix A, shows how this lemma can be used to prove Theorem 2.2. Proposition 3.3. Let z ∈ C n be a (deterministic) vector with unit modulus entries. Let W ∈ C n×n be a Hermitian, random matrix with i.i.d. off-diagonal entries following a complex normal distribution and zeros on the diagonal. Thus, W ii = 0, W ij = W ji , EW ij = 0 and E|W ij | 2 = 1 (for i = j). Then, W is z-discordant with probability at least 1 − 4n
The latter result is not surprising. Indeed, the definition of z-discordance requires two elements. Namely, (1) that W be not too large (properties 1 and 2), and (2) that W be not too aligned with z (properties 3 and 4). For W a Wigner matrix independent of z, those are indeed expected to hold.
The definition of z-discordance is not tightly adjusted to Wigner noise. As a result, it is expected that Lemma 3.2 will be applicable to show tightness of semidefinite relaxations for a larger span of noise models. Section 5 presents an application to the orthogonal Procrustes problem.
The proof
In this section, we prove Lemma 3.2. See Section 2.2 for an outline of the proof. To ease the algebra involved in the proofs, and without loss of generality, we consider throughout that z = 1. This corresponds to the deterministic change of variables
4.1 Global optimizers of (QP) are close to z Let x be any global optimizer of (QP). Choosing the global phase of x such that 1 * x ≥ 0, we decompose x as follows:
where ∆ ∈ C n should be thought of as an error term, as it represents how far a global optimizer of (QP) is from the planted signal 1. This subsection focuses on bounding ∆. We bound both its 2 and ∞ norms.
The following easy 2 bound is readily available:
The next lemma provides an improved bound when σ ≤ 1 4
Proof. If σ ≥ 1 4 n 1/2 , the bound is trivial since ∆ 2 2 ≤ 2n ≤ 8σn 1/2 . We now prove the bound under the complementary assumption that σ ≤ 1 4 n 1/2 . Since x is a global maximizer of (QP) it must, in particular, satisfy
Hence, using x 2 2 = n and 1-discordance of W (more specifically, W op ≤ 3n 1/2 and
Since 1 * x ≥ 0, under the assumption that σ ≤ 1 4 n 1/2 , we actually have:
Combine the latter with the fact that ∆
The last inequality follows from a − √
The next lemma establishes a bound on the largest individual error, ∆ ∞ . This is informative for values of n and σ such that the bound is smaller than 2. Interestingly, for a fixed value of σ, the bound shows that increasing n drives ∆ to 0, uniformly.
Proof. We wish to upper bound, for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the value of |∆ i |. Let e i ∈ R n denote the i th vector of the canonical basis (its i th entry is 1 whereas all other entries are zero). Considerx = x + (1 − x i )e i , a feasible point of (QP) obtained from the optimal x by changing one of its entries to 1. Since x is optimal, it performs at least as well asx according to the cost function of (QP):
Further develop the last term by isolating the diagonal term C ii :
, combining the two equations above yields the following inequality:
Injecting x = 1 + ∆ we get:
Expand the product, remembering that W ii = 0 by definition, to obtain:
At this point, recall we want to bound |∆ i |. Since
the above inequality is equivalent to:
where we used the triangular inequality multiple times and the simple identity 1 * ∆ = − ∆ 2 2 /2. The above inequality holds for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We now leverage the 1-discordance of W (more precisely, W 1 ∞ ≤ n 3/4 and W op ≤ 3n 1/2 ) together with Lemma 4.1 to finally obtain:
This concludes the proof.
As a side note, notice that, using the bound on ∆ ∞ , one obtains another bound on ∆ 2 2 as follows:
The factor in brackets is an increasing function of σ that hits 1 for σ ≈ 0.0436. Below that value, the above bound improves on Lemma 4.1 and the factor in brackets is bounded by 23σ, thus yielding the bound as stated in Lemma 3.2. Nevertheless, in the remainder of the paper, we use only Lemma 4.1 to bound ∆ 2 2 . This is because we aim to allow σ to grow with n, and Lemma 4.1 is sharper in that regime. The interest of the above bound is to show that, for small noise, the root mean squared error ∆ 2 / √ n is at most on the order of σ/n 1/4 .
Optimality conditions for (SDP)
The global optimizers of the semidefinite program (SDP) can be characterized completely via the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions: Lemma 4.3. A Hermitian matrix X ∈ C n×n is a global optimizer of (SDP) if and only if there exists a Hermitian matrixŜ ∈ C n×n such that all of the following hold:
2. X 0;
3.ŜX = 0;
4.Ŝ + C is (real) diagonal; and
If, furthermore, rank(Ŝ) = n−1, then X has rank one and is the unique global optimizer of (SDP).
Proof. These are the KKT conditions of (SDP) [43, Example 3.36] . Conditions 1 and 2 are primal feasibility, condition 3 is complementary slackness and conditions 4 and 5 encode dual feasibility. Since the identity matrix I n satisfies all equality constraints and is (strictly) positive definite, the so-called Slater condition is fulfilled. This ensures that the KKT conditions stated above are necessary and sufficient for global optimality [43, Theorem 3.34]. Slater's condition also holds for the dual. Indeed, letS = αI − C, where α ∈ R is such thatS 0 (such an α always exists); thenS + C is indeed diagonal andS is strictly admissible for the dual. This allows to use results from [6] . Specifically, assuming rank(Ŝ) = n − 1, Theorem 9 in that reference implies thatŜ is dual nondegenerate. Then, sinceŜ is also optimal for the dual (by complementary slackness), Theorem 10 in that reference guarantees that the primal solution X is unique. Since X is nonzero andŜX = 0, it must be that rank(X) = 1.
Certainly, if (SDP) admits a rank-one solution, it has to be of the form X = xx * , with x an optimal solution of the original problem (QP). Based on this consideration, our proof of Lemma 3.2 goes as follows. We let x denote a global optimizer of (QP) and we consider X = xx * as a candidate solution for (SDP). Using the optimality of x and assumptions on the noise, we then construct and verify a dual certificate matrix S as required per Lemma 4.3. In such proofs, one of the nontrivial parts is to guess an analytical form for S given a candidate solution X. We achieve this by inspecting the first-order optimality conditions of (QP) (which x necessarily satisfies). The main difficulty is then to show the suitability of the candidate S, as it depends nonlinearly on the global optimum x, which itself is a complicated function of the noise W . Nevertheless, we show feasibility of S via a program of inequalities, relying heavily on the 1-discordance of the noise W (see Definition 3.1).
Construction of the dual certificate S
Every global optimizer of the combinatorial problem (QP) must, a fortiori, satisfy firstorder necessary optimality conditions. We derive those now.
We endow the complex plane C with the Euclidean metric
This is equivalent to viewing C as R 2 with the canonical inner product, using the real and imaginary parts of a complex number as its first and second coordinates. Denote the complex circle by S = {y ∈ C : y * y = 1}.
The circle can be seen as a submanifold of C, with tangent space at each y given by (simply differentiating the constraint):
Restricting the Euclidean inner product to each tangent space equips S with a Riemannian submanifold geometry. The search space of (QP) is exactly S n , itself a Riemannian submanifold of C n with the product geometry. Thus, problem (QP) consists in maximizing a smooth function g(x) = x * Cx over the smooth Riemannian manifold S n . Therefore, the first-order necessary optimality conditions for (QP) (i.e., the KKT conditions) can be stated simply as grad g(x) = 0, where grad g(x) is the Riemannian gradient of g at x ∈ S n [3] . This gradient is given by the orthogonal projection of the Euclidean (the classical) gradient of g onto the tangent space of S n at x [3, eq. (3.37)]. The projector and the Euclidean gradient are given respectively by:
where ddiag : C n×n → C n×n sets all off-diagonal entries of a matrix to zero. For x a global optimizer of (QP), it holds that
This suggests the following definitions:
Note that S is Hermitian and Sx = 0. Referring to the KKT conditions in Lemma 4.3, it follows immediately that X is feasible for (SDP) (conditions 1 and 2); that SX = (Sx)x * = 0 (condition 3); and that S +C is a diagonal matrix (condition 4). It thus only remains to show that S is also positive semidefinite and has rank n − 1. If such is the case, then X is the unique global optimizer of (SDP), meaning that solving the latter solves (QP). Note the special role of the first-order necessary optimality conditions: they guarantee complementary slackness, without requiring further work.
The following lemma further shows that S is the "right" candidate dual certificate. More precisely, for x a critical point of (QP), it is necessary and sufficient for S to be positive semidefinite in order for X = xx * to be optimal for (SDP). 4.4 A sufficient condition for S to be positive semidefinite with rank n − 1
First, observe that the diagonal matrix diag(x) is a unitary matrix. Thus,
is a Hermitian matrix whose spectrum is the same as that of S. In particular, S and Q share the same rank and they are simultaneously positive semidefinite, so that we now investigate Q.
Since Sx = 0, it follows that Q1 = 0 and Q is positive semidefinite with rank n − 1 if and only if u * Qu > 0 for all u ∈ C n such that u = 0 and 1 * u = 0. We set out to find sufficient conditions for the latter.
To this end, separate u in its real and imaginary parts as u = α + iβ, with α, β ∈ R n satisfying 1 α = 1 β = 0. The quadratic form expands as:
Let us inspect the last term more closely:
At this step, we leverage the fact that, as per lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, if the noise level σ is small enough, then x is close to z = 1. We continue with the global phase convention 1 * x ≥ 0 and the notation x = 1 + ∆ (4.1). Owing to α and β having zero mean components, it follows that
Keeping in mind the intuition that ∆ is an error term, we expect (4.8) to be small. We will make this precise later, and now turn our attention to the real part of Q, which turns out to be a graph Laplacian. Indeed, this structure becomes apparent when the individual entries of the matrix are written out explicitly, starting from (4.6):
We recognize the Laplacian of a graph with n nodes and weight {x i x j C ij } = x ixj , C ij on the edge (i, j). For a more compact notation, let
be the linear map from a graph's adjacency matrix A to its Laplacian. Then,
where denotes the entry-wise (or Hadamard) product of matrices. Certainly, the symmetric matrix {Q} admits a zero eigenvalue associated to the all-ones vector, since for any A, L(A)1 = 0. We define the spectral gap of the Laplacian {Q} as its smallest eigenvalue associated to an eigenvector orthogonal to the all-ones vector:
Although this value could, in principle, be negative due to potential negative weights, the hope is that it will be positive and rather large (again, to be made precise later). We now return to (4.7) and bound the expression:
For this inequality to lead to a guarantee of positivity of u * Qu, it is certainly necessary to require λ {Q} > 0. Using this and the facts that {A} op ≤ A op , that the operator norm is invariant under unitary transformations and the simple inequality
it follows that
Hence, a sufficient condition for S to be positive semidefinite with rank n − 1 is:
Let us now pause to reflect on condition (4.13) and to describe why it should hold. A bound on the operator norm of W is readily available from 1-discordance of W , and ∆ 2 2 is bounded by Lemma 4.1. Perhaps less obvious is why one would expect λ {Q} to be large. The intuition is that, for small enough noise, x ixj ≈ z izj ≈ C ij , so that {Q} is the Laplacian of a complete graph with large weights x ixj , C ij . If this is the case, then it is known from graph theory that λ {Q} is large, because the underlying graph is well connected. The bound derived below on the spectral gap will, together with (4.13), reveal how large we may allow the noise level σ to be.
Bounding the spectral gap of {Q}
This section is dedicated to lower bounding the spectral gap term (4.12). The right-hand side of (4.13) is on the order of σn 1/2 , so that showing that the spectral gap is at least on the order of n − O(σn 1/2 ) would yield an acceptable noise level of O(n 1/2 ) for σ, as the numerical experiment suggests (Figure 2 ) and similarly to the real case (Figure 1) . Unfortunately, the bound we establish here is not as good, and thus constitutes the bottleneck in our analysis.
Proof. Working from equation (4.11), we find that
Factor in the fact that for any n × n matrix A,
Even assuming (incorrectly) that ∆ = 0, so that x = z = 1, we would only get a spectral gap of n − O(σn 3/4 ) (because of the bound on W 1 ∞ ), yielding a final acceptable rate of σ = O(n 1/4 ), which still falls short of the target rate O(n 1/2 ) (up to log factors).
to further obtain:
We now rely on Lemma 4.2 to bound xx * − 11 * e,∞ . For all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
Thus,
Combining the last equations with 1-discordance of W and the fact that for n ≥ 2 we have 4 ≤ 6 log(n), gives:
It remains to bound the dominating part of the spectral gap. To this effect, we use the fact that {x i x j } is nonnegative when the noise level is low enough, so that (restricting ourselves to that regime) λ L( {xx * }) is the spectral gap of a complete graph with all weights strictly positive. That spectral gap must be at least as large as the smallest weight multiplied by the spectral gap of the complete graph with unit weights, namely, λ L(11 ) = n. Formally, for all v ∈ R n such that v 2 = 1 and 1 v = 0, by properties of Laplacian matrices it holds that
Let us investigate the smallest weight. Recall that
Hence,
Merging the bounds (4.15) and (4.16) gives:
This establishes the lemma.
Concluding the proof
Recall that (SDP) is tight, in particular, if (4.13) holds:
Still assuming 1-discordance of W (as it gives W op ≤ 3n 1/2 ) and collecting results from lemmas 4.1 and 4.5, we find that this condition is fulfilled in particular if
Reorder terms and divide through by n 3/4 to get the equivalent condition:
This can be written in the form (with some constant c 1 > 0):
where f 1 and f 2 are polynomials with nonnegative coefficients, lowest power σ and highest power σ 5/2 . Thus, their sum is upper-bounded by c 2 (σ+σ 5/2 ), for some constant c 2 > 0. Hence, there exists a constant c 3 > 0 such that, if
is a sufficient condition. It is then easy to see that there exists a universal constant K > 0 such that
is a sufficient condition for tightness of (SDP). Indeed, since n −1/4 < 1.3 log(n) for all n ≥ 2, it is possible to make K small enough that, for all n ≥ 2, the above condition also implies (4.18)-the latter essentially requiring σ = O(n 1/8 ), a looser condition indeed. This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.2.
The orthogonal Procrustes problem
The definition of z-discordance (Definition 3.1) is not tightly fitted to the idealized scenario where W has i.i.d. Gaussian entries. In fact, for the observation model C = zz * + τ W , Lemma 3.2 gives a tightness result as soon as τ σ W is z-discordant for σ satisfying (2.3). It is then clear that, for n large enough, there must exist τ > 0 for which the main result applies. This also gives a procedure to find such τ , by simply controlling the bounds appearing in the definition of z-discordance.
One simple example would be to allow noise on different edges to be non-identically distributed. For this class of examples, the spectral norm of W can be easily estimated with the tail bounds in [13] . A more challenging example is to address scenarios where noise on different edges is not independent. This notably appears in the orthogonal Procrustes problem, which attracted considerable attention lately [39, 47] . We now address a two-dimensional version of it.
Let a ∈ C m , a = 0, represent a cloud of points to be estimated in the (complex) plane. We are given n noisy observations of this cloud, of the form
where z i ∈ S = {e iθ : θ ∈ R} is an unknown rotation applied to the reference cloud, δ ≥ 0 is the noise level and ε (i) ∈ C m is a random noise vector. Arranging the observations as the columns of a matrix B ∈ C m×n and arranging the noise vectors as the columns of a random matrix N ∈ C m×n , the observation model can be stated compactly as
The task is to estimate a ∈ C m and z ∈ S n from B. Of course, for any angle θ, the mapping (a, x) → (ae iθ , ze iθ ) leaves B unchanged, so that the estimation can only be performed up to a global rotation. Bẑ. Inject the latter into (5.3) to obtain an equivalent optimization problem:
Expand the Frobenius norm and drop constant terms to find yet another equivalent formulation:
Problem (QP) is recognizable, with cost matrix B * B. We note in passing that, since B * B is positive semidefinite, it is known that solving (SDP) followed by an appropriate projection (in case the solution is not of rank one) provides a guaranteed approximation to the solution of (QP), with ratio 0.785 [37] . In order to match the planted signal model, define:
The rank-one signal component zz * is duly apparent, corrupted by noise terms to firstand second-order with respect to a signal to noise ratio (SNR) a /δ. The norm of a only appears through this ratio. Hence, without loss of generality, we may scale the problem such that a = 1. Then, solving the Procrustes problem is equivalent to solving (QP) with
Note how the noise matrix τ W now depends on the signal z. Also, the noise originates at the nodes (the individual clouds) and creates perturbations on the edges, whereas for the synchronization problem we assumed the noise originated on the edges. Thus, noise on different edges here is neither identically distributed nor independent. Forcing δ to be small enough is sufficient to guarantee (w.h.p for large n) that τ W is z-discordant. Omitting details, we find that for δ = O(n −1/2 ), the semidefinite relaxation approach to the Procrustes problem as described is tight, w.h.p. Even though this rate appears to be highly suboptimal when compared to experiments (Figure 3) , to the best of our knowledge, this is the first result stating that the true MLE for a class of Procrustes problems can be computed in polynomial time, with a strictly positive noise level. Establishing such tightness for larger noise levels remains an open problem.
Conclusions
Computing maximum likelihood estimators is important for statistical problems, in particular when exact signal recovery is out of reach. In this paper, we have made partial progress toward understanding when this computation can be executed in polynomial time for the angular synchronization problem. It still remains to improve the proposed result to understand how this MLE can be computed for noise levels as high as those witnessed empirically.
For many other problems of interest, it has likewise been observed that semidefinite relaxations tend to be tight. Notably, this is the case for synchronization of rotations, a problem similar to angular synchronization, but with rotations in R d rather than in R 2 . Analyzing the latter might prove more difficult, because rotations in R d do not commute for d > 2. Tightness has also been observed for the Procrustes problem. The side result we proposed for the latter is much weaker than experiments suggest. Lastly, tightness of semidefinite relaxations has also been observed for the multi-reference alignment (MRA) problem [8] . The situation there differs markedly from the present setting, as the signal to recover is discrete and the noise originates at the vertices of a graph, not on the edges.
Notwithstanding the differences between the aforementioned problems and angular synchronization, we hope that the present work will help future attempts to explain the tightness phenomenon in various settings.
A Wigner matrices are discordant
This appendix is a proof for Proposition 3.3, namely, that for arbitrary z ∈ C n such that |z 1 | = · · · = |z n | = 1, complex Wigner matrices are z-discordant (Definition 3.1) with high probability.
A matrix W is z-discordant if and only if diag(z) * W diag(z) is 1-discordant. Since diag(z) * W diag(z) has the same distribution as W (owing to complex normal random variables having uniformly random phase), we may without loss of generality assume z = 1 in the remainder of the proof.
Before analyzing each of the properties, we start by noting that, by a suboptimal union bound argument, the maximum absolute value among k standard complex Gaus-sian random variables (not necessarily independent) is larger than t with probability at most 2ke −t 2 /4 . This will be useful multiple times.
1. Pr W e,∞ > log(n) ≤ n − 1 4 log n+2 .
As there are 1 2 n(n − 1) ≤ 1 2 n 2 nonzero independent entries in W , we can use the fact above and get Pr W e,∞ > log n ≤ n 2 e − log 2 n 4 = n − 1 4 log n+2 .
2. Pr W op > 3n 1/2 ≤ e −n/2 .
Although tail bounds for the real version of this are well-known (see for example [52, 13] ) and they mostly hold verbatim in the complex case, for the sake of completeness we include a classical argument, based on Slepian's comparison theorem and Gaussian concentration, for a tail bound in the complex valued case.
We will bound the largest eigenvalue of W . It is clear that a simple union bound argument will allow us to bound also the smallest, and thus bound the largest in magnitude. Let λ + = max v∈C n : v =1 v * W v denote the largest eigenvalue of W . For any unit-norm u, v ∈ C n , the real valued Gaussian process X v = v * W v satisfies:
The variable W ij has uniformly random phase, hence so does W 2 ij , so that EW 2 ij = 0. As a result,
Note that, since u = v = 1,
This means that we can use Slepian's comparison theorem (see for example [35, Cor. 3.12] ) to get
where g is a standard Gaussian vector in R 2n andṽ is a vector in R 2n obtained from v ∈ C n by stacking its real and imaginary parts. 
Pr |1
* W 1| > n 3/2 ≤ e −n/2 .
It is easy to see that 1 * W 1 is a real Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance 2 n(n−1) 2 = n(n − 1). This implies that:
Pr |1 * W 1| > n 3/2 ≤ Pr 1 (n(n − 1)) 1/2 |1 * W 1| > n 
